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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS (February 2019)
(listed according to classification of Ministry of Education, Science and Culture)

A) PEER-REVIEWED SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

Journal articles


(Title translation: ‘Healing, Christianity and Missions in African History’)

(Title translation: ‘Remarks on Research into Colonial Power and Violence’, in Historical Journal, published by the Finnish Historical Society)


Book chapters


5. ‘Missionaries, Agents of Empire and Medical Educators: Scottish Doctors in Late Nineteenth-Century Southern and East-Central Africa’ in A. Afeegame and A. Lawrence (eds.), Africa in Scotland, Scotland in Africa: Historical Legacies and Contemporary Hybridities (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 77–89


B) NON-REFEREED SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

Book chapters


Book reviews


C) SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Monographs

   Doctoral thesis (also listed under section G below)

   (International refereed version of doctoral dissertation, with a preface by Megan Vaughan)

3. Medicine, mobility and the empire: Nyasaland networks, 1859–1960
   Peer-reviewed monograph, Manchester: Manchester University Press, Studies in Imperialism series, 2017 (269p.)
   See http://www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk/9781784991463/

Edited books (peer-reviewed)

   (Contested Roads to Health: Pluralism of Healing in Global History)

see https://brill.com/abstract/title/32591

Edited books (non-refereed)


D) PUBLICATIONS INTENDED FOR PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITIES

n/a

E) PUBLICATIONS INTENDED FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC, LINKED TO THE APPLICANT’S RESEARCH

1. ‘Aavesotaa Muurmannilla’, *ViikkoKaleva*, 14 August 1999 *(Newspaper article; title translation: ‘Ghost War in Murmansk’)*


3. ‘Muirin unelma- Cameronin painajainen’, *Kaleva*, 11 September 2014 *(Newspaper article; title translation: ‘Muir’s dream; Cameron’s nightmare’)*

F) PUBLIC ARTISTIC AND DESIGN ACTIVITIES

n/a

G) THESSES

Master’s thesis


Doctoral dissertation (monograph)
• *Quests for Health in Colonial Society: Scottish Missionaries and Medical Culture in the Northern Malawi Region, 1875–1930* (Jyväskylä: Jyväskylä Studies in Humanities 62, 2006)

**H) PATENTS AND INVENTION DISCLOSURES**

n/a

**I) AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL, ICT SOFTWARE**

n/a

**Forthcoming publications, in press (publication due June 2019)**

**Edited refereed volume and chapters:**


Contains two contributions from Hokkanen:

Markku Hokkanen & Kalle Kananoja, ‘Healers and Empires in Global History: Healing as Hybrid and Contested Knowledge’

Markku Hokkanen, ‘Contestation, Redefinition and Healers’ Tactics in Colonial Southern Africa’.